
Letter to mrs. Volvo 

Private & Confidential & for your eyes only 

To: Mrs. A. Volvo On Board Reporter ad interim (OBR a.i.) 
Volvo HQ Sailing Yacht Team Brunel 
Gothenburg Atlantic Ocean  
Sweden 19.55.612 N/ 049.58.534 W 

Atlantic Ocean, November 28th 2015 

Dear Mrs. Volvo, 

My friends and I are crewing a VO65 Yacht called Team Brunel in the ARC Rally
Race from Las Palmas Gran Canaria across the Atlantic Ocean to the  
Caribbean. It is truly a fantastic experience and a dream boat to sail on. We
have been en route for 6 consecutive days now and hope to arrive in St. Lucia
 within the next 50 hours. If we succeed we would even break an Atlantic record,
wouldn’t that be cool ?!. 

You might not be aware of this but the VO in VO65 stands for Volvo65, the boats
used to race around the world, an incredible achievement by crews of 8. The
event is wildly popular and attracts millions of followers. You will appreciate how
proud we are to sail with even 5 pro sailors who did this VO race this year. 

You will ask why I’m writing you personally? Well, as you are a member of the
Supervisory Board of Volvo you are very influential in the company and as a
major stockholder you will be committed to the well being of the company. As
an enthusiastic sailor and many years Volvo car owner I need to warn you for a
great danger for Volvo’s reputation as THE company that cares about personal
safety: On deck the Volvo boat is fantastic but below decks it is a disaster
and very uncomfortable an unsafe. I’m sure you did not know about this else you
would have taken appropriate measures to fix these problems, we know! 

Let me address a few of these items. 
The kitchen area consists of 3 sinks out of which only 1 has plumbing, so water
keeps filling up and we need to sponge that out all the time. In the middle is the
swinging gas-stove where we cook some 20 kettles of boiling water/day for
coffee/ tea/ soup and meals. Yes all meals are freeze dried food and need 350
ml boiling water each to be prepared for consumption and a crew of 15 men
needs lots of drinks and food. Before I can prepare anything in the kitchen I need
to put my safety sailing trousers on as the tiny kettle spills all over the place
and creates horrible burn blisters (we have the blister gel right there in  
the kitchen as every one keeps burning themselves). You cannot stand or secure
yourself anywhere around the kitchen block. So you sit on your knees or bum
trying to get the boiling water in the right cup, bowl or foodbag, a true balancing



act as the boat heels 45% and goes 40 km/hr over big waves. You even wouldn’t
want to sit on your knees in your own kitchen, would you? All in all very
dangerous to all on board. 

Another example is how the interior layout is made: If you enter from the cockpit
into the boat through a narrow hole there is a step and 1 handle to hold on to.
Unfortunately, right next to the  step is a 1.50m deep hole.Even an airbag don’t
work here. Getting through the hole is a challenge but not having any sensible
support is very dangerous on a jumping boat. Nowhere in the boat there is a
comfy place to sit, just on the floor or on top of the engine and watermaker. If we
would sail around the world this should absolutely be repaired somehow. All in
all not even very complicated but it really needs to be taken care of. 

Ventilation: The boat is frightfully hot and humid inside, very unpleasant to stay
and sleep in. Again, how hard can it be to get an area ventilated correctly?? 

And the toilet? Don’t go there. Even if you get your business done the chance of
hurting yourself on 5 different valves and handles is high. Than flushing is an art.
When you’re lucky, the fellow sailors are not successful in sailing fast (so the
boat lies a little flat).  This is the only moment that the manual pump will produce
water, otherwise you’re just pumping wet air and that really is not going to help
clean the bowl. And if there is a little ‘accident’, one is really in deep sh*t to get
things sorted… 

We even wondered if the right interior was put in the boat?? (these are built in
pieces on 3 different places and than assembled in the 4th place. Maybe they
simply got the wrong interior installed in the boat?? 

Anyway, please come visit us in St. Lucia and we can show you how bad it really
is. We hope you can get a real interior expert and ergonomic specialist together
to get this sorted before the next race. After all, your family built a reputation for
great, safe and comfy cars and trucks and this is just a major blooper, a real
Farce design. 

Another friend is with the R.S.P.C.T.S (Royal Society for protection of Cruelty to
Sailors) and offered to make a case out of this. We don’t want this at all and have
full confidence in you to make a change. I’m writing this to you from the heart of
my bottom in all sincerity and look forward to the solution. If your guys don’t get
it we are happy to help, we’re not designers but the folks who did this are
definitely no designers either. 

PS If you come to St. Lucia bring your sailing shoes, we’ll take on a tour around
the island so you can experience the fun of sailing the boat and the sadness you
find below decks. 

Your Volvo friend Koen




